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When he launched the Model T, Henry 
Ford famously told buyers they could  
buy one in “any color they want, as long  
as it’s black.”

Today, top candidates can find any  
job posting they want — but can they  
distinguish your Model T from all the  
others on the road?

You could install some chrome spinners, 
or attach a cute little raccoon tail to the  
antenna. But while gimmicks may help 
candidates notice your ad, they won’t  
encourage candidates to apply.

In this eBook, we cover proven methods to make your job posting 
stand out for all the right reasons. We cover:

• Job postings by the numbers:  
 What really attracts candidates to top postings?

• Elements of a killer job posting  
 and how to use them to grab candidates’ attention.

• Your success profile:  
 What it is, why it matters and how to use it.

• Answering the eternal candidate question:  
 What’s in this for me?

• Where to find more help.
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By the Numbers: What 
Job Posting Statistics Tell 
Us About Success
Do online job postings work? Here are the numbers:

Number of people hired from online postings each year: 

18,560,000
Percent of jobs filled via online postings:  

35.5%
Average cost of a 30-day online job posting:  

$268.25
Average response rate for online job postings:  

4 percent
Average number of people who apply to a single online  
job posting:  

245

Some of these numbers are promising. Others…aren’t.  

To improve the quality of those 245 candidates who apply  

(on average), you’ll need to target your posting to  

top candidates.
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Elements of a  
Killer Job Posting
Every job posting contains certain basic elements: 
what the job is, what’s expected, the skills and  
education required of the candidate. It’s essential 
information. But it’s not sufficient.

To convince exceptional candidates to apply to 
the job you post:

Know the difference between “essential” and “desired.”  

Some skills are indispensable to the job. Others make the work 

easier, but won’t sink the employee who doesn’t have them. 

Clarify the difference, and list these skills under separate  

sections of the job posting. 

Quantify. Concrete numbers make resumes easier to read, 

right? The same is true of job postings. Break down major tasks 

into percentages and provide benchmark numbers. You’ll  

attract candidates who understand the job better and who can 

provide numbers to match.

Ask (and answer) “Why?”  Why does this job need to be done? 

Why should candidates want to apply? Why is it a good career 

move? Go beyond “what” and “how” to “why” at every step, and 

you’ll craft a job posting that makes top candidates eager to 

send their application.
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Grabbing Attention  
(in a Good Way)
Sure, you can advertise for “deputy skunk  
managers.” But while you’ll get attention and 
maybe a chuckle or two, you’re not likely to get 
top candidates. 

Instead, convert seekers into applicants with 
these tools:ead?

Leading questions.  Questions engage attention and draw in 

readers. They also indicate you want to know the answers — 

that you’re interested in the candidate.

A “day in the life” overview.  Lists of duties bore readers.  

Instead, weave those duties into a short narrative featuring a 

typical day in the position—and its opportunities for growth.

Tell your company’s story.  What is your company’s  

personality? What are its values? Who thrives here, and why? 

Work this information into the posting to attract top performers 

who will thrive with you as well.
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Your Success Profile:  
Why It Matters
One of the most powerful attention-grabbing 
tools you can employ in a job posting is a  
success profile.

What is a success profile?
A success profile answers the question, “What opportunities for 

success will I have in this position?” It focuses on core compe-

tencies, but it connects those with results for a clear (and inspir-

ing!) view of the job’s opportunities. Compare:

Candidates in this position will be responsible for strategic  

planning and management, interpersonal communications, 

and sales and marketing tasks.

VERSUS

In this position, you will develop relationships with key  

stakeholders as you build a high-performance team, engaging 

and empowering staff to deliver exceptional results and  

ensuring that clients receive optimal value for money.

Does the second job sound more exciting than 
the first? It will to top candidates, as well.
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Creating a Success Profile
How do you build a success profile that will encourage  

candidates to send in their applications? Start by asking the  

following questions:

What does success in this position look like?   
Imagine the ideal person thriving in this role. What are they 

achieving? What are their top accomplishments each day, 

month or year?

Why are this role’s tasks important?  
Every job posting out there might ask candidates to  

“produce and file monthly reports.” Ho-hum. Stand out by  

answering the question, “Why do we ask this person to do these 

reports? What do they accomplish?” “Produce reports providing 

strategic insight and recommendations” offers a challenge that 

attracts better candidates.

How can we connect success in this position to  
opportunities for growth?   
Do those “monthly reports” provide an opportunity for the  

candidate to talk to key executives once a month — paving the 

way for potential promotions? Add it. 
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What’s in It for Me?
Every hiring manager has one burning question 
in common with every candidate: “What’s in it  
for me?”

Focus too much on what value the candidate  
provides your organization, and you miss the 
chance to highlight the value the organization  
offers the candidate — at your peril.

Top candidates want to know what’s in it for 
them. Answer the question by focusing on:

Job value and growth potential.  What opportunities does  

the position offer now? What opportunities does it offer in the 

future? Why should an outstanding candidate love this role? 

Strategies for success.  What are the major challenges the role 

presents for the right candidate—and what abilities make the 

candidate “right” for those challenges? Leverage your success 

profile here.

Flexibility and resilience.   How does your company  

accommodate the particular work needs and habits of top  

performers, so you create environments that let them thrive? 

Highlight company flextime policies, work-life balance  

opportunities and similar tools here.
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How Your Staffing Partner 
Can Help
Want to start writing killer job postings — but  
uncertain how you’re going to start the rewrite 
process in the midst of everything else on  
your plate? 

Talk to your staffing partner! Your staffing  
firm knows:ad?

Whom  to target with each job posting.

How  to phrase, organize and present the job posting’s  

scontents to attract outstanding candidates.

Where  to release the job posting so it lands in front of a 

high-performing audience.

Your staffing partner can help you hire the  
right people, quickly and cost-effectively.  
No gimmicks required.


